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This invention relates ‘i to automatic ~ weapons 
and is more :particularly concerned 'with new-and 
improved‘ mechanism for. balancing: the ' recoil of 
cyclic-?ring guns; whether they beef .23. sing-leer 
a vmultipleibarrel variety. 

f Heretofore‘ manye'ttempts has/ev beenvmadetrto 
provide means ‘for relim-inatingpr at: least: sub 
stantially. reducing.» thewvi'bration' attendant upon 
the . operation of .7 automatic ‘weapons, .both :large 
andv small,‘ including shouldervweapons of the 
submachine . .gun 'relass as". well‘ as clarge ‘ caliber 
machineuguns whichrmustmbe ‘held on 'various 
types or. ?xedfmountings. I So farlaslI'am'aware, 
mostlisolutionsvwhichzhaverbeenaproposedgoperate 
upon the theory'ofI snubbing-ther-recoil from each . 
shot,‘ Without regard to. cyclic: nature. of. the 
weapon. ' .1 Thus,. the. Cuttszcompensator tendszto 
reduce 1. the 1' recoil 1 attendant .tupon :. ‘each I shot. 
Similarly .the imoun‘tingiyofi tthe rweapion‘ upon I a 
very imassive'rbasis" tends, toirreduce the? ie'?ect' of 
vibrations by takingtup .‘the reactiomto". each shot 
in‘v theiine‘rtia voipa. ‘very. heavy body. 

‘ While‘ .these ' various ' expedients?have been: ef.— 

fective'l'in greater and 1esser.;de1grees;.-itzhasmeen 
evident’ for many‘ ‘years? that ’ ‘there twas: ample 
roomfior further improvement. vFor: example, 
in: all? automatici'weapons 1 presentlyiin use which 
have.’ come‘itorfm'y- attention‘ the :muzzle :tends to 
rise and whipiduringf ther?ringcof a:'ful1y=-auto 
maticlburstfleading; to inaccuracy andvdii?culties 
ofJ‘con-trolj. particularly- of- shoulder weapons such 
as: the standard, ‘.45: caliber Thompson'rmaehine 
gun. 1-The‘ accuracy of- this particular ‘gun is ‘fur 
ther ‘Iimpa'iired' vbecause‘ ithei' vbolt moves‘ ‘forward 
andioads a cartridge‘ into the ‘chamber. after the 
trigger isi-pulled, : ‘and thisf-facitor'ifurtheri-addssto 
theuloss - of accuracyidue- to‘ the tendency i of‘ the 
muzzle to rise during fully automatic:“?re. i'VIt 

clear-tto-all those experienced in the'fhandiing 
of- this-"type of .weaponnlthati although‘, the recoil 
against -- ithe“ . shoulder of the insert-‘is relatively 
negligible,v the recoil: reducing: means-@uemployed 
has done little if anything to increase-accuracy. 

- Turning now tr'om shoulder weaponsgm'anyzgf 
the=- same’ considerations are-r ‘applicable :to' {heavy 
machine guns. ‘Thus; even whem?rmiy anchored 
down ‘with rsand: bags; ithei l‘Brow-‘ning caliber »- e30 
machinegunv willi- tend‘ to rise quite‘ arkie'd'lyiin 
?ring-Jot" Iany. burst‘iparticularly 'i e‘ioperator 
tries “itoFiholdhthefIgun‘ down ‘by: the-pistol “grip. - 
Furthermore, “with (these ‘weapons :‘of 7 higher 
power, including-:theiIEOlcaIiher'rnachine ‘gun ‘and 
larger; the; problem of:providing-‘suitablemount 
ings1t0 cushion rtheilarzge‘ tihr'atoryiiorces created 
by-fthe‘ irecoii daecame‘very important. i IIFOi'déi‘ 
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19.0 damp-such forces, the mountings must'be 
ruggedv and very heavm thus not ‘only increas-. 
ing ' the cost / but likewise reducing portability 
and'whence the e?ectiveness of the weapon for 
military uses. Where :problems of weight are 
concerned, as in military aircraft, theexceedingly 
heavy!‘ mountings reduce the» ‘ range ‘ and payload 
of the airplane. 
:The' principal object :of- the present invention 

is‘ to :provide .az-novel andsimpli?ed balancingate 
tachment for cyclic" ?ring rgunsiforrrovercoming 
most,‘ .ifrnot all,“ of" the/foregoing shortcomings. 
-"Another-. object of. the inventionis: to‘provide a 

dynamic v.balancer .of the: type "described. ‘which 
makes obsolete therroldenisnubbers.and'compen 
sators,and lwhichemakes it pos‘sibiecgreatly tore 
duce- the. weight: of. the-carriageiin whichrthez gun 
is mounted. 

Stillvanother object of the inventionisrstotpro 
vide .a" dynamic z-ba'lancerc of the‘ type .1 described 
whichwilll tend: to ‘improve theiaccuracyuof: the 
automatic weapon‘ to. whiohzit iszappliedzto a'very 
markedidegree. 

‘ Yet another ‘object offlthe'inventionsis'to pro 
' vide-va dynamiewbalancerwwhich isapplicableto 

multipleibarr'el cyclic :?ring- guns’ aswwellzasi to 
those‘ ‘having a single bar-rel. 
“In accordance": with‘ the ‘invention.’ I vmount .a 

Weight uni-the»automatic-gun in suchaa manner 
that it is free‘ to'fslide' back} and iorthvgenerailly 
irr'the'rdirection or theline' of ?re,=and preferably 
symmetrically arrangediwith respect 'to the bar 
rel'or system of barrelsof the-gun. '-The=~w'eight 
is resiliently" coupled to‘ thegun- by “meansli'of 
a-‘sp'ring, "Thegun forl'the purposes of ‘the-in 
veriticn Iiscorisidered' as a single rnass resiliently 
coupled-"through the spring tot-the‘ weight, and 
h‘ence'the'lthree together constitute a ‘spring-mass 
Vibratory; sly-stem;~ energizecbbyi the recoil- of the 
gun2 and‘ v<§§§Pab1e of- prehagijulstment ‘ or tuning ‘in 
the‘?eld-so as-tohave a natural periodnof'vibra 
tion~“oorresponding' to‘ the rate- of ‘fire. ‘1 Under 
these conditions the Weight, which ‘represents 
only a sniallfraction of the-Weight of thegun, 
reciprocates- at the same frequency but in oppo-l 
sition-td‘the-movement of the gun itself. "Thus! 
when the~ gun isrnoving to‘lthe‘rearftheweight 
will be moi'vingj'iforwardly- againstthe force of the 
spring-and‘yieeversa. “By appropriately select 
ing the-mass-of themoYin'g-weight and‘the sti? 
ness~coeiiicient0f :the ‘spring relation" to ‘the 
mass of the" gun; I am: able intimate-a resonant 
system in which the Weight moves back ‘and forth 
with considerable amplitude while the amplitude 
of motion of the gumbecomes negligible. 
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Conveniently, with single barrel guns, the 

weight, according to the invention, may consist 
of a ring mounted to slide back and forth on the 
barrel. A simple helical spring, surrounding the 
barrel, is attached to the weight at one end and 
to a portion of the barrel or receiver at the other. 
Preferably, I provide means for adjusting the 
length of the spring after installation so as to 
permit tuning in the ?eld to the resonant fre 
quency of the system. 
Where multiple barrel weapons are involved, 

according to the invention, preferably I mount 
the balancing weight at a location at the cen 
ter of symmetry of the vibrating system. In 
other words, generally speaking, the weight 
should always be disposed so as to vibrate in a 
line which is not only parallel to the axis of the 
gun barrel but symmetrically arranged with re 
spect thereto and, in weapons having more than 
one barrel this line should be equidistant from all 
barrels so that there will be no torsional effect 
upon the same by reason of the movement of 
the balancing weight. Thus, where the gun has 
two barrels, the weight may conveniently be slid 
ably mounted upon a shaft located midway be 
tween and parallel to the same. 

Still further objects, advantages and features 
of the invention will become apparent from the 
following detailed description of preferred em 
bodiments thereof taken in connection with the 
accompanying drawings in which 

Fig. 1 is a side view, partially in section, of the 
barrel portion of a single barrel automatic weap 
on showing the novel recoil balancer of the in 
vention mounted thereon; and 

Fig. 2 is a plan view of a double barrel machine 
gun showing the mounting of the novel balancer 
between the two barrels. 
Referring ?rst to the embodiment of Fig. 1, 

the barrel of the weapon, which may be, for 
example, a shoulder type sub-machine gun or a 
.30 or .50 caliber machine gun, is indicated by 
the number I0. Mounted to slide on the barrel 
is a generally cylindrical weight I2 haying a 
central bore I4. The outer surface of the barrel 
I0 is adapted to ?t within the bore I4 to permit 
relatively undamped reciprocation of the weight 
I2 in the direction indicated by the arrow._ At 
the rear end of the weight I2 there is a cylin 
drical extension I6 of reduced external diameter 
which is externally threaded, as shown, to hold 
the end coils of a helical spring I8 which also 
surrounds the barrel I0 and has its opposite end 
attached to a sleeve 20 which is located near the 
receiver end of the weapon. This sleeve 20 is 
provided with a helical groove 22, also adapted to 
receive coils of the other end of the spring I8. 
Preferably, the groove 22 is of greater length than 
is theoretically required by the construction to 
permit tuning adjustments in the ?eld. Also 
preferably, the sleeve 20 is provided with a notch 
or marker 24 which may be used as a reference 
point in tuning. 
Under ideal conditions of operation of the em 

bodiment of Fig. 1 according to the invention, 
the natural period of vibration of the spring I8, 
mass I2 and gun will correspond to the rate of 
?re of the gun. Under such conditions the 
weight I 2 will move toward the muzzle of the gun 
while the barrel I0 is moving to the rear but 
with much greater amplitude, as indicated by 
the laws of motion. By I-Iooke’s Law for one 
dimensional motion we know that 
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where a: is the change in length of the spring 
from its normal length by reason of the relative 
movement of the parts, is is its stiffness coe?i 
cient, and F’ will be the force which the spring 
exerts at its ends. Further, we know that the 
force exerted by the smaller mass I2, accelerat 
ing through a greater distance, will balance the 
corresponding force exerted by the heavier mass 
of the barrel and other members accelerating in 
the opposite direction but with less amplitude. 
If the mass I2 is sufficiently small with respect 
to the mass of the barrel I0 and associated parts, 
then the motion of the mass I2 will be relatively 
large and the motion of the gun will be vir 
tually negligible. I have found that, generally 
speaking, the ratio of the mass I2 to that of 
the gun should be not greater than approximately 
1:5. It is evident, for example, that if the 
masses were the same (a ratio of 1:1) the am 
plitude of motion of each would likewise be the 
same, thus defeating the purpose of the balanc 
ing system. On the other hand, if the ratio of 
mass of the balancing weight I2 to that of the 
gun is made too small, the necessary amplitude 
of motion of the balancing weight would be ex 
cessive for a practical device. Therefore, it is 
possibleto give purely practical (but not theoreti 
cal) limits of this ratio as approximately from 
1:5 to 1:20. A ratio of 1:10 yields good results. 
From the foregoing principles, which have been 

only brie?y outlined since they may be found 
in standard works on mechanics, it will be evi 
dent that the required mass of the weight I2 and 
the sti?ness coefficient of the spring I8 may be 
calculated accurately by an appropriate mathe 
matical treatment. However, in practice, I have 
found a simpler method yielding accurate re 
sults without involved computations. Knowing 
its normal rate of ?re, the gun itself is attached 
to a suitable vibrator (a number of which are 
readily available on the market) and caused to 
reciprocate at this normal frequency linearly in 
the same direction it would have if ?ring. The 
amplitudes of vibration of the mass I2 and gun 
may then be observed by means of a stroboscope 
or other suitable instrument. The stiffness co 
e?icient of the spring I8 is adjusted by turning 
it in the groove 22 until the amplitude of the, 
mass I2 is at a- maximum and the amplitude of 
the gun at a minimum. The position of the. 
rearmost coils of the spring may then be marked 
with reference to the reference marker 24 and the 
spring may always thereafter be adjusted to that 
point without further experimentation. During 
the compression and tension of the spring, its 
diameter decreases and forms a- very secure 
method of fastening upon the projection I6 and 
the sleeve 29. 

This experimental method of tuning obviates 
certain theoretical difficulties which might arise 
in calculating the values mathematically from 
the acceleration of the bolt and other working 
parts of the gun. 
Turning now to Fig. 2, I have there shown a 

twin barrel machine gun having barrels 3B and 
32 spaced from and parallel to each other. The 
balancer of the invention is mounted midway be 
tween the barrels 30 and32 by means of a shaft 38 
held on brackets 34 and 36 which span the dis 
tance between the two barrels, one near the 
muzzle and the other near the breech. Shaft. 38 
is held parallel to the barrels and the weight 49 
is adapted to slide thereon. The weight 40 has 
a forward projection 42 which is spirally grooved 
(like the projection IS in Fig. 1) to hold the end 
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dynamic recoil balancer comprising a weight 
having a central bore, said weight being slidably 
mounted by means of said bore on the barrel 
of said gun for relatively undamped longitudinal 
reciprocatory motion relative thereto, said weight 
having, a mass representing only a small fraction 
of that of said gun, a helical spring surrounding 
said barrel and having one end a?ixed to said 
weight and the other end a?ixed to a portion of 
said gun, said weight, gun and spring constituting 
a spring-mass vibratory system energized by the 
recoil of said gun and having a natural period 
of vibration corresponding to the rate of ?re 
thereof with said weight and said gun recipro 
catingv at the same frequency but in opposition 
to each other, the amplitude of motion of said 
weight being substantially greater than the cor 
responding amplitude of said gun, and mecha 
nism for adjusting the stiffness coe?icient of said 
spring for tuning said systemto resonance. 

7. In combination with a cyclic ?ring multiple 
barrel gun, a dynamic recoil balancer comprising 
a shaft mounted near the center of symmetry of 
said barrels and parallel thereto, a weight having 
a central bore slidably mounted by means of said 
bore on said shaft for relatively undamped longi 
tudinal reciprocatory motion relative thereto, 
said Weight having a mass representing only a 
small fraction of that of said gun, and a spring 
connecting said weight to a portion of said gun, 
said weight, gun and spring constituting a spring 
mass vibratory system energized by the recoil of 
said gun and having a natural period of vibra 
tion corresponding to the rate of ?re thereof 
with said weight and said gun reciprocating at 
the same frequency but in opposition to each 
other, the amplitude of motion of said weight 
being substantially greater than the correspond 
ing amplitude of said gun. 

8. Apparatus in "accordance with claim 7 in 
cluding mechanism for adjusting the sti?'ness co 
ef?cient of said spring for tuning said system to 
resonance. 
9. In combination with a cyclic ?ring gun, a 

dynamic recoil balancer comprising a weight hav 
ing a central bore slidably mounted by means of 
said bore on the barrel of said gun for relatively 
undamped longitudinal reciprocatory motion rela 
tive thereto, said weight having a mass repre 
senting only a small fraction of that of said 
gun, said weight also having a cylindrical pro 
jection at the rear end thereof and said barrel 
having a corresponding cylindrical sleeve there 
on, said projection and said sleeve having ex 
ternal spiral grooves, and a helical spring sur 
rounding said barrel with one end gripping said 
projection and the other end gripping said sleeve 
by means of said grooves, said weight, gun and 
spring constituting a. spring-mass vibratory sys 
tem energized by the recoil of said gun and hav 
ing a natural period of vibration corresponding 
to the rate of fire thereof with said weight and 
said gun reciprocating at the same frequency 
but in opposition to each other, the amplitude of 
motion of said weight being substantially greater 
than the corresponding amplitude of said gun. 

10. Apparatus in accordance with claim 9 in 
which said spring is arranged to be rotated in 
said grooves for adjusting the length thereof 
and thereby adjusting its stiffness coeiiicient for 
tuning said system to resonance. 

11. In combination with a cyclic ?ring double 
barrelgun, a dynamic recoil balancer comprising 
a pair of longitudinally spaced brackets con 
necting said barrels to each other, a shaft 
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mounted on said brackets midway between said 
barrels and parallel thereto, a weight having a 
central bore mounted by means of said bore on 
said shaft for relatively undamped longitudinal 
reciprocatory motion relative thereto, said Weight 
having a mass representing only a small fraction 
of that of said gun, and a helical spring surround 
ing said shaft and connecting one end of said 
weight to one of said brackets, said weight, 
brackets, shaft, gun and spring constituting a 
spring-mass vibratory system energized by the 
recoil of said gun and having a natural period of 
vibration corresponding to the rate of ?re thereof 
with said weight and said other members recipro 
cating at the same frequency but in opposition 
to each other, the amplitude of motion of said 
weight being substantially greater than the cor-l 
responding amplitude of said gun. . 

12. Apparatus in accordance with claim 11 in 
cluding mechanism for adjusting the stiffness co-‘ 
e?icient of said spring for tuning said system to 
resonance. ' 

13. Apparatus in accordance with claim 12 in 
which said mechanism comprises a sleeve on said 
shaft and a cylindrical projection on said weight, 
said projection and sleeve having helical grooves 
receiving some of the coils of said spring, said 
spring being adapted to be turned in said grooves 
for adjusting the length thereof. . 

14. In combination with a cyclic ?ring gu 
operated by relative motion of the barrel and the 
other parts of the gun, a dynamic recoil balancer 
comprising a weight attachable to said gun, said 
weight having a mass representingonly a small 
fraction of that of said gun, mountings for mount 
ing said Weight on said gun for relatively un 
damped reciprocatory motion relative thereto 
generally in the direction of the line of ?re, and 
a spring connecting said weight to one of said 
other parts of said gun, said weight, gun and 
spring constituting a spring-mass vibratory sys 
tem energized by the recoil of said gun and having 
a natural period of vibration corresponding to 
the rate of ?re thereof with saidweight and said 

~ gun reciprocating at the same frequency but in 
opposition to each other,‘ the amplitude of mo 
tion of said weight being substantially greater 
than the corresponding amplitude of said other 
parts of said gun and the relative motion be 
tween said barrel and said other parts being 
unimpaired. ' 

15. Apparatus in accordance with claim 14 in 
Which said weight is slidably mounted on' said 
barrel and said gun is provided with a sleeve in 
which said barrel is free to reciprocate, said sleeve 
constituting the part of said gun to which said 
spring is connected. .. . 

16. In combination with a cyclic ?ring gun‘ op 
erated by relative motion of the barrel and other 
parts of said gun, a dynamic recoil balancer 
comprising a weight having a central bore, said 
weight being slidably mounted by means of said 
bore on the barrel of said gun for relatively 
undamped longitudinal reciprocatory motion 
relative thereto, said weight having a mass repre 
senting only a small fraction of that of said gun, 
said gun having a sleeve surrounding a rearward 
portion of said barrel and in which said barrel 
is free to reciprocate, a helical spring surrounding 
said barrel and having one end connected to said 
weight and the other end connected to said sleeve, 
said weight, gun and spring constituting a spring; 
mass vibratory system energized by the recoil of 
said gun and having a natural period of vibration 
corresponding to the rate of ?re thereof with 
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said weight and said gun reciprocating at the Number 
same frequency but in opposition to each other, 1,763,064 
the amplitude of motion of said weight being 2,155,130 
substantially greater than the corresponding 2,421,858 
amplitude of said gun and the relative motion 5 
between said barrel and. said other parts of said 
gun being unimpaired, and mechanism for ad- Number 
justing the stiffness coei?cient of said spring for 243,786 
tuning said system to resonance. 9721202 
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